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						Wall hood
					

					5DB 69753

					5DB69753

					
					
					
							
										
											
												C energy efficiency class
											

											
												
											

										

									
	
										
											
												90cm width
											

											
												
											

										

									
	
										
											
												LED
											

											
												The innovative LED lights of Blaupunkt extractor fan hoods ensure even more light on the hob.

Another ray of hope: the long-lasting lights consume an extremely low amount of energy.
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						Output, consumption

	Voltage: 220 – 240 V
	Total connected load: 123 W
	Energy efficiency class: C*
	Average power consumption: 64.8 kWh / year*
	Fan efficiency class: E*
	Light efficiency class: D*
	Grease filter efficiency class: C*
	Noise min. / max. Normal level: 54 / 68 dB*


Fan output max. Normal level:

	In extraction mode 435 m3 / h
	In circulation mode 265 m3 / h


* According to EU Regulation no. 65 / 2014 / fan power according to EN 61591

						
					

					
						
							Design, comfort

	Stainless steel
	For wall installation above cooking zones
	Optional extraction or circulation mode (carbon filter required for circulation mode)
	Mechanical 3-level control
	Intensive levels with automatic reset
	Uniform, bright lighting with 2 × 4 W LED lamps
	Illuminance: 100 lux
	Colour temperature: 3,000 K


						

					
					
						
							Accessories

	Metal grease filter, dishwasher-safe
	Incl. exhaust air shaft


						

					
					
						
							Dimensions H × W × D

	Appliance dimensions, extraction: 66.7 – 94.0 × 90.0 × 45.0 cm
	Appliance dimensions, circulation: 79.0 – 106.0 × 90.0 × 45.0 cm
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									Installation instructions

										[image: ] Installation-instructions-5DB69753.pdf 4 MB


									
									
									Instruction manual

										[image: ] Instruction-manual-5DB69753.pdf 1 MB


									
									
									Technical data sheet

										[image: ] Technical-Data-Sheet-5DB69753-de.pdf 122 KB
	[image: ] Technical-Data-Sheet-5DB69753-en.pdf 301 KB


									
									
									Energy label

										[image: ] Energy-label-5DB69753.pdf 606 KB
	[image: ] Energy-label-5DB69753_UK.pdf 36 KB
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